
 

Operating from eight strategic locations in the U.S. to provide coast
-to-coast support, Phoenix International has amassed a strong 
track record of delivering quality and innovative Inspection, Repair, 
and Maintenance (IRM) services to the oil and gas industry.  We 
achieve this through our ingenuity; diverse and comprehensive 
knowledge; and IRM teams made up of fully integrated project 
management and subsea engineering personnel and experienced 
divers with decades of offshore expertise. 

We  approach every project we work on with attention to detail 
along every step of the way, from bidding to project execution and 
final reporting.  When working for clients, Phoenix teams focus on:  

• Safety-first, last, and always. 
• Quality-Phoenix maintains a corporate-wide commitment to 

offering our clients outstanding service.  Our Quality 
Management System (QMS) is certified by DNV-GL to the ISO 
9001:2015 Standard for all our locations and lines of business. 

• Innovation-by continually developing new ways to best solve 
the underwater challenges facing our clients. 

• Proactivity-Our proactive approach to inspections works to 
ensure that issues are  discovered before they become 
problematic, helping save our clients valuable time and money.  
We work closely with, and are certified by, all major regulatory 
compliance agencies and fully understand the inspection 
criteria set forth by each. 

• Client Focus-We realize that every company’s needs are 
different, and as such, work closely with our clients to fully 
understand the scope of the project, tasks at hand, and desired 
results to offer a comprehensive plan that meets or exceeds 
expectations. 

 

 

Contact us to learn more 

www.phnx-international.com 

985.399.0606—Bayou Vista, LA  |  954.523.4038—Ft. Lauderdale, FL 

281.815.8050—Houston, TX  |  301.341.7800—Largo, MD   

757.855.7516—Chesapeake, VA  |  808.486.6595—Aiea, HI   

619.207.0871—San Diego, CA  |  228.731.7898—Stennis Space Center, MS 



Phoenix International Holdings, Inc. 

An employee owned company 

 

Air, Mixed Gas, and Nitrox Diving 

 Phoenix maintains and provides surface supplied air, mixed gas, 
and nitrox diving systems to conduct underwater tasks from the 
surface down to 300 fsw for our customers worldwide.  We have 
worked extensively on offshore and inland oil and gas facilities, and 
all our diving packages are maintained, serviced, and tested to 
meet United States Coast Guard (USCG) and Association of Diving 
Contractors International (ADCI) standards and guidelines. 

 

Atmospheric Diving System 
 
The HARDSUIT™ Atmospheric Diving System (ADS), owned and 
operated by Phoenix, is an advanced technological approach to 
diving services for applications that benefit from having a manned 
presence at the underwater worksite.  Depth-rated to 1,200 fsw, 
this one-man, one-atmosphere suit has proved to be a valuable 
tool within the commercial diving industry, offering Phoenix clients 
reduced overall project time, cost, and risk. 

 

IMCA Compliant Containerized Surface Diving 

Systems 

Phoenix has multiple IMCA compliant containerized surface diving 
systems including two double basket Launch and Recovery Sys-
tems (LARSs) for client works.  These compact and efficient sys-
tems are ideal for platforms, vessels, barges, or any area where a 
small footprint is required to mobilize. 

     

 

 


